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  CHEAT SHEET 
print(result) • Displays the result 
class( x ) • Class of object: character, vector, date, etc. 
na.omit(data.frame) • Remove all NAs from a data frame 
sqrt() • Square Root 
c( ) • Concatenate objects in a vector. c(x, y, z) = x y z 
length (data.frame) • Length of data frame 
min(data.frame) • Minimum value 
max(data.frame) • Maximum Value 
range(data.frame) • Range of values 
mean(data.frame) • Mean value 
sum(data.frame) • Sum of data in frame 
seq(data.frame) • Sequence of numbers. seq(from = 1950, to = 2010, by = 10) 
: • Colon operator creates a simple sequence 
names(data.frame) • We can use a sequence year <- seq(from = 1950, to = 2010, by = 10) to assign names 
my.function <- function (input1, input2 … 
inputN) { 
DEFINE “output” using inputs 
return (output) 
} 

• my.summary <- function(x) { #function takes one input 
• s.out <- sum(x) 
• l.out <- length(x) 
• out <- c(s.out, l.out, m.out) #define the output 
• names(out) <- c(“sum”, “length”, “mean”) #add labels 
• return(out) #end function by calling output 
• } 

names(data.frame) • Lists the names of a vector 
nrow(data.frame) • Lists number of rows 
ncol(data.frame) • Lists the number of columns 
dim(data.frame) • Lists the dimensions 
summary(data.frame) • Provides a summary of the data with minimum, quartiles, mean, and max. 
data.frame [ rows, column] 
data.frame [ 1:3, “year”] 
data.frame$column [seq(from = 1, to 
nrow(data.frame), by = 2] 

• Index rows and columns of a data frame. 
• Extract rows 1:3 from column “year” 
• Extract oddly numbered rows from column. 

head(data.frame) • Extract first few entries from the CSV file to preview. 
table( x = data.frame$column, y = 
data.frame$column) 

• Create a table using two variables  

addmargins(table.name) • Adds totals for each row and column to tables 
> (greater than), < (less than), <= (less than or equal to), ==(equal to), != (not equal to) 
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LOOPS: 
for (variable in vector) { commands } 
for(I in 1:5){print(i^2) 
} 
 
With Concatenate Function 
 
for(i in c(-3,6,2,5,9)){ 
  print(i^2) 
} 
 
As a Vector Itself 
 
storage<-numeric(5) 
for(i in 1:5){ 
  storage[i] <-i^2 
} 
storage 
 

 
CAUSALITY 

• Fundamental Problem of Causal Inference: Arises because we cannot observe the counterfactual outcomes; we refer to the key causal variable of 
interest as a treatment variable, even though the variable may have nothing to do with treatment. To determine whether a treatement vraible of interest 
T, causes a change in outcome variable Y, we must consider two potential outcomes, . ie. the potential values of Y that would be realied in th presence 
and absence of the teatment, denoted by Y(0) and Y(1). Causal Effect of Binary Treatment: Yi(1) – Yi(0), where Y(1) represents the value that 
would be realized uder the tratement condition, and Y(0) in the absence. 

<- subset(resume, selection = c(“call”, 

“firstname”,), subset = (race == “black” & sex 

== “female”)) 

OR 

<-resume[resume$race == “black” & resume$sex 

== “female”, c(“call”, “firstname”)] 

SUBSETTING THE DATA 

ifelse(X,Y,Z) 

 

resume$black <- ifelse(resume$race == “black” 

& resume$sex == “female”, 1, 0) 

SIMPLE CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS 
 
• Create a simple binary variable to correspond with certain characteristics of the data, in 

this case being black and female in the data set. 

 FACTOR VARIABLES 
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resume$type <- NA 

resume$type[resume$race == “black” & 

resume$sex == “female” <-- “BlackFemale” [..,] 

 

resume$firstname <- as.factor( ) 

class(resume$type) 

resume$type <- as.factor(resume$type) 

levels(resume$type) 

table(resume$type) 

• Create a new variable type which is filled with miss values for NA 
• Then create new variables for the four categories youw ish to look at. 
 
 
• Determine the class of the variable in quesition 
• Then use as.factor to convert it into a factor variable. 
 
• Examine the unique levels of the factor variable 
• Then make a table to display the number of observations found in each 

tapply(X, INDEX, FUN) 

callback.name <- tapply(resume$call, 

resume$type, mean) 

sort(callback.name) 

• T-APPLY: Applies the function in FUN to object X for each group defined by unique 
values of the vector INDEX. The T-Apply function can be used on factor variables. 

• Sort: The sort( ) function sorts the data so it is more comprehensible. 

RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIALS 
• Sample Average Treatment Effect (SATE): Defined as “the sample average of individual-level causal effects, ie. Y(1) – Yi().This can be done by 

computer the dfference-in-means estimator for the treatment group and the control group. Randomizeation in treatment plays an essential role in enabling 
the association of a causal relaitoships. In Randomized Control Trials, you are either assigned to treatment or control. Advantage is they improve 
internal validity but potentially lack external validity. 

 
tapply(social$primary2006, social$messages, 

mean) 

mean(social$primary[social$messages == 

“Control”]) 

tapply(social$primary2006, social$messages, 

mean) – 

mean(social$primary2006[social$messages == 

“Control”]) 

• Determine the turnout for each gruop 
• Determine the mean for the control group 
• Substract control group turnout from each group 

OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES 
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• Observational Studies: In observational studies, researchers do not conduct an intervention. Instead, they simply observe naturally occurring events 

and collect and analyze the data. In these studies, internal validity is likely to be compromised through possible selection bias, but external validity is often 
stronger than that of RCTs 

minwageNJ <- subset(minwage, subset = 

(location != “PA”) [… same for not PA] 

mean(minwageNJ$wageAfter <5.05) 

• Subset the data into two components 
 
• Compute the mean for each subset to figure out before and after observation in question 

 

 

 

 

prop.table(table(minwageNJ$chain) 

minwageNJ.bk <- subset(minwage$NJ, subset = 

(chain == “burgerking”)) […same for PA] 

mean(minwageNJ.bk$fullPropAfter) – 

mean(minwagePA.bk$fullPropAfter) 

 

Confounding Bias 
• Pretreatment variables that are associated with both the treatment and outcome are 

known as confounders. They are said to confound the causal relaitonship between 
treatment and outcome.  

• The prop.table(table(X$Y)) takes input from table( ), and shows proportio of each 
• Create a subset of two data sets to compare 
 
• Substract the two means in order to compare the proportions 
 
 

BEFORE-AND-AFTER & DIFFERENCE-IN-DIFFERENCE DESIGNS 
• Longitudinal/Panel Data: Multiple measurements taken over time on the same unites are called longitudinal data or panel data. Yields a more creidlbe 

comparison of the traetment and control groups than cross-section data because the former contains addition informtion about changes over time.  
• Before and After Design: Before-and-after design examines how the outcome variable changed from the pretreatment period to the posttreatment 

period for the same set of units. The design is able to adjust for any confounding factor that is specific to each unit but does not change over time. 
However, this design does not address possible bias due to time-varying counfounders 

• Difference in Difference Design: Under D-I-D, the sample causal effect estimate is the difference between the obseved outomc after the minimu-wage 
increase and the counterfactual outocme derived under the parallel time trend assumption. The quantity of interset under D-I-D is the sample average 
treatment effect for the treated. It differs because it only applies to thetreatment group.  
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meanNJ$fullPropBefore <- 

minwageNJ$fullBefore/minwageNJ$fullBefore + 

minwageNJ$partBefore) 

Njdiff <- mean(minwageNJ$fullPropAfter) – 

mean(minwageNJ$fullProprBefore) 

NJDiff 

 

• Create a new variable for the wage before in New Jersey. Here, we can look at the 
difference in New Jersey without any of the other confounding variables that may have 
been present in the comparitive analysis with Pennsylvania. 

 
• Create a new before and after estimator for the wages before and after to yiel an 

estimate similar to the comparison of states. 

 

Njdiff.med <- median(minwageNJ$fullPropAfter) 

– median(minwageNJ$fullPropBefore) [repeated 

for PA] 

Njdiff-med – Padiff.med 

summary(minwageNJ$wageBefore) 

IQR(minwageNJ$wageBefore) […repeat for 

$wageAfter] 

Descriptive Statistics for a Single Variable 
• Median: To further test the robustness of the causal effects above, can look at median, 

which is sensitive to outliers. Can compare this to the D-I-D design whih uses the mean, 
to test for significant outliers in the data 

• Interquartile Range: Summary will produce information on the quartiles. The 
IQR(minwageNJ$wageBefore) shows the interquartile range of the figures. 

STANDARD DEVIATION 

 

• Root Mean Square: Describes the variable of magnitude, involves squaring each 
entry, computing the mean, and then taking the square root, which ignores negatives 
and takes the absolute magnitude of a value. 

sqrt(mean((minwageNJ$fullPropAfter - 

minwageNJ$fullPropBefore)^2)) 

## [1] 0.3014669 

• To compute, you use sqrt(mean((data.frame1 – data frame2)^2)), and you can observe 
a comparably larger difference than by simply subtracting the means. 

  
## standard deviation 

sd(minwageNJ$fullPropBefore) 

• Standard Deviation: Can use RMS to defined standard deviation as the average 
deviation of each entry from its means. Therefore, the standard deviation measures the 
spread of a distribution by quantifying how far away data points are, on average, from 
their mean.  

• Variance. The square of the standard deviati on is called the variance 
 
• Use sd(data.frame$index) to compute the standard deviation 
 
• Use var(data.frame$index) to compute the variance. 
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## variance 

var(minwageNJ$fullPropBefore) 

 

MEASUREMENT 
Week 4: Measurement Challenges 

• Measurement Challenges: 
⁃ Accuracy: very close to the objective truth 
⁃ Bias: biased measure can be very accurate, but it is skewed in a general direction 
⁃ Consistency: large-n gets us closer to the truth. 
⁃ Reliability: when you apply the same tool over and over, it achieves the same result. Produces the same thing 
⁃ Validity: 

MISSING DATA 
is.na(data.frame) 

sum(is.na(dataframe) 

mean(is.na(data.frame$index)) 

na.omit(data.frame) 

 

length(na.omit(data.frame$index) 

• Returns a logical value of TRUE if its argument is NA and yields FALSE otherwise 
• Shows the sum of missing values 
• Shows the proportion of the missing values 
• The na.omit( ) function removes all observations with at least one missing value from 

the data frame, resulting in listwise deletion 
• Shows the number of deleted entries in total for a particular index in data frame 

VISUALIZING THE UNIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION 

barplot( ) • Bar Plot. Summarizes the distribution of a factor variable or factorial variable 

## a vector of proportions to plot 

ISAF.ptable <- prop.table(table(ISAF = 

afghan$violent.exp.ISAF,exclude = NULL)) 

ISAF.ptable  
## ISAF 

##           0           1        <NA> 

## 0.619462600 0.371459695 0.009077705 

## make bar plots by specifying a certain 

range for y-axis 

barplot(ISAF.ptable, 

        names.arg = c("No harm", "Harm", 

"Nonresponse"), 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• names.arg is an optional argument for the barplot: 

Þ main: a character string in double quotes for the main title 
Þ ylab, xlab: character strings for labeling axis 
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        main = "Civilian victimization by the 

ISAF", 

        xlab = "Response category", 

        ylab = "Proportion of the 

respondents", ylim = c(0, 0.7)) 

Þ xlim, ylim: numeric vectors of length 2 specifying the interval for the y-axis and-
sx axis (may be set automatically) 

[ ] include the limit 

( ) exclusde the limit 

hist ( ) 

hist(afghan$age, freq = FALSE, ylim = c(0, 

0.04), xlab = "Age", 

     main = "Distribution of respondent’s 

age") 

• Histogram. Common method for visualizing the distribution of a numeric variable 
rather than a factor variable. It divides the data into bins where the area of each bin 
represent the proportion of observations that fall within the category. The height of 
each bin represents density, which is equal to the proportion of observations within each 
bin divided by the width of the bin. A histogram approximates the distribution of a 
variable. 

 

 

## adding a vertical line representing the 

median 

lines(x = rep(median(afghan$educ.years), 2), y 

= c(0,0.5)) 

 

• Adding Lines to Histograms. The abline ( ) function adds a straight line to an 
eisting plot in three ways.  
Þ abline(h = x) places a horizontal line at height x 
Þ abline(v =x) places a vertical line at point x 
Þ abline(a = y, b = s) places  aline with intercept y and slope s 

• lines( ): a general formula takes two arguments x and y.  
• Adding Points: Using the points ( ) function, you can add tpoints.  
• col specifies colour, such as “blue” and “red”. Can be used in all functions, including 

text( ), abline ( ), and lines ( )  
• lty specifies the type of line to be drawn, eithering using a character or numeric value. 

“solid” is 1, and “dashed” is 2, “dotted” is 3, “dotdash” is 4, “longdash” is five.  
• lwd specifies the thickness of lines where 1wd = 1.  

boxplot(afghan$age, main = "Distribution of 

age", ylab = "Age", 

        ylim = c(10, 80)) 

tapply(afghan$violent.exp.taliban, 

afghan$province, mean, na.rm = TRUE) 

Þ Boxplot: boxplot(y ̃ x, data = d) Useful for comparing distributions, plotting 
different quartiles: median, lower and upper quartiles, and points outside the 1.5 
interquartile range from the lower to upper quartiles. Enables comparison across 
distributions with multiple variables in a compact manner. 

Þ Can then use tapply( ) to determine the means of the respective columns of data 
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RELATIONSHIPS & PREDICTION 
• Survey Sampling Uses a relatively small fraction to estimate opinions. Randomization plays an essential role: simple random sampling (SRS) selects the 

pre-determined number of respondents to be interviewed from a target population, with each potential respondent having an equal chance of bein selected. 
This is done without replacement rather than with replacement., meaning that once individuals are selected, they are taken out of the sampling frame, 
which is the complete list of potential respondents. SRS is said to be representative of the population. 

• Simple Random Sampling: Most basic form of probability sampling which avoids sample selection bias by randomly choosing units from a population.  
## box plots for log population 

boxplot(log(population) ~ village.surveyed, 

data = afghan.village, 

        ylab = "log population", names = 

c("Nonsampled", "Sampled") 
 

Þ Natural Logarithmic Transformation: The logarithm of a positive number x is 
defined as the exponent of the base value b.  It is often used to correct 
the skewness of the variables such as income and populationthat have a small number of 
observations with extremely large or small positive values. The natural logarithm is the 
logarithm with base e, which is a mathematical constant approximately requaly to 
2.7184, defined as,  y = logxx, so x = ey 

tapply(is.na(afghan$violent.exp.taliban), 

afghan$province, mean) 

Þ Nonresponse and Other Source of Bias: Failure to reach selected units is called 
unit nonresponse; there is also item nonresponse, where certain items are missing. 

## subset the data by party 

rep <- subset(congress, subset = (party == 

"Republican")) 

dem <- congress[congress$party == "Democrat", 

] # another way to subset 

## 80th and 112th Congress 

rep80 <- subset(rep, subset = (congress == 

80)) […Repeated four more times] 

## preparing the labels and axis limits to 

avoid repetition 

xlab <- "Economic liberalism/conservatism" 

ylab <- "Racial liberalism/conservatism" 

lim <- c(-1.5, 1.5) 

Þ Scatterplot. Using plot(x, y), we can create a scatterplot, which plots one variable 
against another in order to visualize their relationship. 

 
## scatter plot for the 80th Congress 
plot(dem80$dwnom1, dem80$dwnom2, pch = 16, col = "blue", 
     xlim = lim, ylim = lim, xlab = xlab, ylab = ylab, 
     main = "80th Congress") # Democrats 
points(rep80$dwnom1, rep80$dwnom2, pch = 17, col = "red") # 
Republicans 
text(-0.75, 1, "Democrats") 
text(1, -1, "Republicans") 
## scatter plot for the 112th Congress 
plot(dem112$dwnom1, dem112$dwnom2, pch = 16, col = "blue", 
     xlim = lim, ylim = lim, xlab = xlab, ylab = ylab, 
     main = "112th Congress") 
points(rep112$dwnom1, rep112$dwnom2, pch = 17, col="red") 

 
Week 5: Correlation and Regression Basics 
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CORRELATION AND REGRESSION BASICS 
• Correlation: Measures on average how two variables move together.  

 

Þ Gini Coefficient. Income inequality is measured using the Gini coefficient (gini index). 
It is the standard measure of the degree of income inequality in a society, and goes from 
0 (everyone has the same wealth) to 1 (one person possesses all of the wealth). 

 
 

 

 

Þ Correlation. Or the “correlation coefficient” is one of the most frequently used statistics 
to summarize bivariate relationships. It represents how, on average, two variables move 
together relative to their respective means. The Z-Score represents the number of 
standard deviations an observation is above or below the mean. The z-score of the ith 
observation of variable x is defined as follows (left). 

Þ The z-score of axi + b (where a and b are constants) equals the z-score of xi 
 

Þ The z-score of the ith observation of a variable x measure the number of standard 
deviations an observation is above or below the mean, defined as (left), where x(hat) 
and Sx are the mean and standard deviation of x, respectively. The z-score , as a 
measure of deviation from the mean, is not sensitive to how the variable is scaled 
and/or shifted 

 

 
 cor(gini$gini[seq(from = 2, to = nrow(gini), 
by = 2)], 
    rep.median - dem.median) 

Þ The correlation between x and y for n observations is the average products of z-scores for 
the two variables 

Þ Correlation (correlation coefficient): measures the degree to which two variables are 
associated with each other defined as (let): where x(hat) and y(hat) are the means of Sx 
and Sy are the standard deviations for variables x and y. Correlation ranges from -1 to 1, 
and is not sensitive to how a variable is scaled and/or shifted. 

 
 
 
Þ cor( ): Correlation is calculated using cor( ) function.  

Þ Density: The density does not equal the percentage; the height of the blocks equals the percentage divided by the bin width 
Þ breaks (location of bin breaks) or nclass (number of bins) to choose the bin locations on our own 
Þ Logarithmic Function: Used in cases where there is a skewed variable, such as population or income; natural logarithm is b = e = approximately 

2.7182 
qqplot(dem112$dwnom2, rep112$dwnom2, xlab = 
"Democrats", 
       ylab = "Republicans", xlim = c(-1.5, 

Þ Quintile-Quantile Plot: If we are interested in comparing the entire distributions of 
two variables rather than just the mean or median, you can uses side-by-side histograms. 
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1.5), ylim = c(-1.5, 1.5), 
       main = "Racial liberalism/conservatism 
dimension") 
abline(0, 1) # 45-degree line 

Þ qq(plot): The Q-Q plot is a scatter plot of quantiles. It plots the value for one variable 
against the value of the corresponding quantile for another variable. If the distributions 
are identical, all observation lie on the 45-degree line.  

CLUSTERING 

## 3x4 matrix filled by row; first argument 
takes actual entries 
x <- matrix(1:12, nrow = 3, ncol = 4, byrow = 
TRUE) 
rownames(x) <- c("a", "b", "c") 
colnames(x) <- c("d", "e", "f", "g") 
dim(x) # dimension  
## column sums 
colSums(x) 
## row means 
rowMeans(x) 

Þ Matrix in R: A data frame can take different types of variables (numeric, factor, 
character, etc.) whereas a matrix in principle only takes numeric values. We extract 
variables from a data frame using $ operator, but in general the entries of matrices require 
[ ,  ] whose first and second elements represents the row an column.  

Þ Creating a Matrix: use the matrix ( ) function by specifying size using nrow (number 
of rows) and ncol (number ofcolumns), and whether matrix should be filled with the 
input data by row (byrow = TRUE) or column (byrow = FALSE). Can add labels 
using rownames ( ) and colnames ( ).  

Þ Sums and Means: use colSums(x) to determine sums, and colMeans( ), to calculate 
means respectively.  

Þ Applying Functions: Can use apply(x, 2, sum) and similar notation 
x <- list(y1 = 1:10, y2 = c("hi", "hello", 
"hey"), 
          y3 = data.frame(z1 = 1:3, z2 = 
c("good", "bad", "ugly"))) 
## three ways of extracting elements from a 
list 
x[["y3"]] # third element 

kmeans()  

## k-means with 2 clusters 
k80two.out <- kmeans(dwnom80, centers = 2, 
nstart = 5) 
k112two.out <- kmeans(dwnom112, centers = 2, 
nstart = 5) 

Þ Lists: k-means is an iterative algorithm in which a set of operations are repeatedly 
performed until a noticeable difference in results is no longer produced. The goal is to 
split data into k similar groups where each group is associated with a centroid, which is 
equal to the within-group mean.  

Þ Steps: (1) Choose the initial centroids of k clusters; (2) Given the centroids, assign each 
observation to a cluster whose centroid is closest (in terms of Euclidean distane) to that 
observation; (3) Choose the new centroid of each cluster whose coordinate equals the 
within-cluster mean of the corresponding variable; (4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until cluster 
assignments no longer change. 

Þ Plot the K-Means: 
## plotting the results using the labels and limits defined earlier 
plot(dwnom80, col = k80four.out$cluster + 1, xlab = xlab, ylab = 
ylab, 
     xlim = lim, ylim = lim, main = "80th Congress") 
## plotting the centroids 
points(k80four.out$centers, pch = 8, cex = 2) 
## 112th Congress 
plot(dwnom112, col = k112four.out$cluster + 1, xlab = xlab, ylab = 
ylab, 
     xlim = lim, ylim = lim, main = "112th Congress") 
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points(k112four.out$centers, pch = 8, cex = 2)  

 
PREDICTION 

for (i in X) { 

    expression1 

    expression2 

...  
    expressionN 

} 

 

values <- c(2, 4, 6) 

n <- length(values) # number of elements in “values” 

results <- rep(NA, n) # empty container vector for storing the results 

## loop counter “i” will take values 1, 2, ..., n in that order 

for (i in 1:n) { 

    ## store the result of multiplication as the ith element of 

    ## “results” vector 
    results[i] <- values[i] * 2 

    cat(values[i], "times 2 is equal to", results[i], "\n") 

}  

Loops in R. Income inequality is measured using 
the Gini coefficient (gini index). It is the standard 
measure of the degree of income inequality in a 
society, and goes from 0 (everyone has the same 
wealth) to 1 (one person possesses all of the 
wealth). 
 
Example Loop from Class: 
 
##Loop with vowels 
vowels <- c(“’a”, “e”, “i”, “o”, “u”) 
for (i in 1:length(letters)){ 
print(i) 
if (letters(i) %in% vowels) { 
print(“This is a vowel,”) 

} 

if(){} AND if(){}else{}  

if (X) { 

    expression1 

    expression2 

    ... 

    expressionN 

}  

 if (X) { 

    expression1a 

...  

    expressionNa 

} else { 

    expression1b 

• General Conditional Statements: 
Previously used ifelse ( ) to create a vector of 
values resulting in a vector depending on an 
input object of the logical class.  
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    ... 

    expressionNb 

}  
 if (X) { 

    expression1a 

...  
    expressionNa 

} else if (Y) { 

    expression1b 

    ... 

    expressionNb 

} else { 

    expression1c 

...  
    expressionNc 

} 
x <- as.Date("2008-11-04") 

y <- as.Date("2008/9/1") 

## convert to a Date object 

polls08$middate <- as.Date(polls08$middate) 

## compute the number of days to Election Day 

polls08$DaysToElection <- as.Date("2008-11-04") - polls08$middate 

poll.pred <- rep(NA, 51) # initialize a vector place holder 

## extract unique state names which the loop will iterate through 

st.names <- unique(polls08$state) 

## add state names as labels for easy interpretation later on 

names(poll.pred) <- as.character(st.names) 

## loop across 50 states plus DC 

for (i in 1:51){ 

    ## subset the ith state 

    state.data <- subset(polls08, subset = (state == st.names[i])) 

    ## further subset the latest polls within the state 

    latest <- subset(state.data, DaysToElection == min(DaysToElection)) 

• Computing Dates: using as.date ( ) 
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    ## compute the mean of latest polls and store it 

    poll.pred[i] <- mean(latest$margin) 

} 
## compute number of days to the election as before 
pollsUS08$middate <- as.Date(pollsUS08$middate) 
pollsUS08$DaysToElection <- as.Date("2008-11-04") - pollsUS08$middate 
## empty vectors to store predictions 
Obama.pred <- McCain.pred <- rep(NA, 90) 
for (i in 1:90) { 
## take all polls conducted within the past 7 days 
week.data <- subset(pollsUS08, subset = ((DaysToElection <= (90 - i + 7)) & 
(DaysToElection > (90 - i)))) 
## compute support for each candidate using the average 
    Obama.pred[i] <- mean(week.data$Obama) 
    McCain.pred[i] <- mean(week.data$McCain) 
} 

• Prediction Error: 
prediction error = actual outcome – predicted 
outcome 
• Classification: Refers to the problem of 

predicting categorical outcome. Classification is 
either correct or incorrect. In a binary 
classification problem, there are two types of 
misclassification: (1) False positive and (2) 
False negative 

## plot going from 90 days to 1 day before the election 
plot(90:1, Obama.pred, type = "b", xlim = c(90, 0), ylim = c(40, 60), 
     col = "blue", xlab = "Days to the election", 
     ylab = "Support for candidate (percentage points)") 
## type = "b" gives plot that includes both points and lines 
lines(90:1, McCain.pred, type = "b", col = "red") 
## actual election results: pch = 19 gives solid circles 
points(0, 52.93, pch = 19, col = "blue") 
points(0, 45.65, pch = 19, col = "red") 
## line indicating Election Day 
abline(v = 0) 
## labeling candidates 
text(80, 48, "Obama", col = "blue") 
text(80, 41, "McCain", col = "red") 
 

• Plot the Poll Prediction Error 

 
 

LINEAR REGRESSION 
• Core Assumption: The basic assumption of linear regression is exogeneity: E(e|X) = 0 OR E(Xe) = 0 
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• Causal?:  Normal approach is . Using OLS you derived the following to determine causality: 

 
cor(face$d.comp, face$diff.share) 

  
  

Þ Correlation Coefficient: Can use the cor( ) function to calculate the correlation 
coefficient. 

plot(face$d.comp, face$diff.share, pch = 16, 
     col = ifelse(face$w.party == "R", "red", 
"blue"), 
     xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(-1, 1), 
     xlab = "Competence scores for Democrats", 
     ylab = "Democratic margin in vote share", 
     main = "Facial competence and vote share") 
 

Þ Scatterplot: Can then use scatterplot to analyze the linear relationship between the 
two variables in question. 

 
 
fit <- lm(diff.share ~ d.comp, data = face) # fit 
the model OR 
lm(face$diff.share ~ face$d.comp) 
coef(fit)  # get estimated coefficients 
 
Estimated Coefficiets in Mathematical Expressions: 

 
Mean Residuals is Always Zero: 

Þ Equation:  
Þ Y: dependent/outcome/response variable 
Þ X: independent/explanatory variable, predictor 
Þ (a, B): coefficients (parameters of the model 
Þ e: unobserved error/disturbance term (mean zero) 
 
Þ Interpretation:  
Þ A + BX: mean of Y given the value of X 
Þ A: the value of Y when X is zero 
Þ B: increase in Y associated with one unite increase in X 
Þ “Rise over run”: Delta Y / Delta X 
 
Θ is a parameter; θˆ is an estimate; Θ – is a mean 
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Þ Least Squares: Correlation describes a linear relationships between tewo variables 
using a linear model.  

Þ Compute Predicted Value: ,  

plot(face$d.comp, face$diff.share, xlim = c(0, 
1.05), ylim = c(-1,1), 
     xlab = "Competence scores for Democrats", 
     ylab = "Democratic margin in vote share", 
     main = "Facial competence and vote share") 
abline(fit) # add regression line 
abline(v = 0, lty = "dashed") 
 
epsilon.hat <- resid(fit)  # residuals 
sqrt(mean(epsilon.hat^2))  # RMS 
 

Þ Plot the Correlation 
Þ Line of Best Fit: Minimizes the magnitude of prediction error. A commonly used 

method is that of least squares. Yi, Xi, ei represent the outcome variable, the 
predictor, and the residual, and n is the sample size  

 
• Root Mean Square Error: Represent the average magnitude of the prediction error for 

the regression, and this is what the method of least squares minimizes. In R, RMSE 
is calculated by obtaining the residuals using the resid ( ) function.  

  
• Least Squares Intercept: Least square interce are given by the following formulas.  

  
• Mean of Residual is 0 

 
• Relationship Between Estimated Slope and Correlation Coefficient:  
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APPLICATION: 

Þ Merging Data Sets 
##merge by state 
intresults08 <- merge(intrade08, pres08, by="state") 
##days to election and margin 
intresults08$DaysToElection <- as.Date("2008-11-04") - as.Date(intresults08$day) intresults08$obama.intmarg <- intresults08$PriceD - intresults08$PriceR 
intresults08$obama.actmarg <- intresults08$Obama - intresults08$McCain 
 
Þ Plot a Regression Line 
##predict electoral margins a day before 
latest08 <- intresults08[intresults08$DaysToElection == 1,]  
int.fit08 <- lm(obama.actmarg ~ obama.intmarg, data = latest08)  
coef(int.fit08) 
##plot 
plot(latest08$obama.intmarg, latest08$obama.actmarg, xlab="Market's margin for Obama", ylab="Obama margin") 
abline(int.fit08 
 
Þ Do For Multiple States Using  a Loop: 
stnames <- unique(intresults08$state.name) 
change <- rep(NA, 51)  
names(change) <- stnames  
for (i in 1:51){ 
recent <- subset(intresults08, subset=(DaysToElection <= 20) & (state.name==stnames[i] recent.mod <- lm(obama.intmarg ~ DaysToElection, data=recent) 
change[i] <- coef(recent.mod)[2] 
} 
hist(change, breaks=30) 
 
Þ Predict Winner the Week Before Election for All 50 States 
no.days.to.election <- as.Date("2008-11-04") - as.Date("2008-11-04")  
obamawins <- rep(NA, 51) 
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names(obamawins) <- stnames  
for (i in 1:51){ 
recent <- subset(intresults08, subset=(DaysToElection <= 21) & (DaysToElection > 7) & (state.name==stnames[i])) 
pred.mod <- lm(obama.intmarg ~ DaysToElection, data=recent)  
extrap <- data.frame(DaysToElection=no.days.to.election)  
obamawins[i] <- predict(pred.mod, newdata=extrap) > 0 
} 
table(obamawins, latest08$obama.actmarg>0) 

Application II: 
Þ Create Two-Colour Scatterplot Showing Ethnicity and Voting 
blackturnout$col[blackturnout$candidate == 0] <- "blue"  
blackturnout$col[blackturnout$candidate == 1] <- "red" 
plot(blackturnout$CVAP, blackturnout$turnout, col = blackturnout$col, 
xlab = "Co-ethnic Voting-Age Population", ylab = "Black Voter Turnout") legend(.37, .95, legend = c("Co-ethnic Candidate", "No Co-ethnic Candidates"), col 
= c("red", "blue"), pch = c(1, 1)) 

 

 

 
TSS2 <- sum((florida$Buchanan00 - 
mean(florida$Buchanan00))^2) 
SSR2 <- sum(resid(fit2)^2) 
## coefficient of determination 
(TSS2 - SSR2) / TSS2 

Þ Model Fit: Measure how well the model fits the data.  
Þ Total Sum of Squares (TSS): TSS represents the total variation of the outcome 

variable based on the square distance form the mean.  
Þ R2: The proportion of TSS explained by the predictor X. The SSR or Sum of 

Residual Squares is defined (left) and represents the residual variation of Y left 
unexplained by X, ranging from 0 to 1.  

Þ “Share of the total variance explained”: Whereas TSS is the total sum of 
squares, and SSR is the sum of square residuals, 

Þ R2 Use and Abuse: R2 is useful for understanding the quality of predictions, NOT 
for making or ruling out causal claims. TSS and context matter.  

Þ Coefficient of Determination: Measure of the model fit and represents the 
proportion of variation in the outcome variable explained by the predictor. It is 
defined as one minus the ratio of the sum of squared residuals (SSR) t the total sum 
of squares.  

 
 

REGRESSION AND CAUSATON 
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lm(water ~ reserved, data = women) 

Þ Randomized Experiments: When applied to experimental data with a single, 
binary treatment, the estimated slope coefficient of the linear regression model can 
be interpreted as an estimate of the average treatment effect and is numerically 
equivalent to the difference in means estimator. The estimated intercept, on the 
other hand, is equal the estimate average outcome under the control condition. The 
randomization of treatment assignment permits the causal interpretation of 
association identified under the linear regression model. 

 
 

lm(y ~ x1 + x2 + x3)  
lm(formula = primary2008 ~ messages, data = social) 
## create indicator variables 
social$Control <- ifelse(social$messages == 
"Control", 1, 0) 
social$Hawthorne <- ifelse(social$messages == 
"Hawthorne", 1, 0) 
social$Neighbors <- ifelse(social$messages == 
"Neighbors", 1, 0) 
## fit the same regression as above by directly 
using indicator variables 
lm(primary2008 ~ Control + Hawthorne + Neighbors, 
data = social) 
## estimated average effect of “Neighbors” 
condition 
coef(fit)["messagesNeighbors"] - 
coef(fit)["messagesControl"] 
## messagesNeighbors 
##        0.08130991 
## difference-in-means 
mean(social$primary2008[social$messages == 
"Neighbors"]) - 
    mean(social$primary2008[social$messages == 
"Control"]) 
## [1] 0.08130991 

Þ Regression with Multiple Predictors: The basic model: 
 

 
 

 
Reading a Regression Table: 
• Figure out the Dependent Variable (DV) and its units 
• Figure out which Independent Variable (IV) you care about and its units 
• What controls are inlucded? 
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## average treatment effect (ATE) among those who 
voted in 2004 primary 
social.voter <- subset(social, primary2004 == 1) 
ate.voter <- 
    
mean(social.voter$primary2008[social.voter$messages 
== "Neighbors"]) - 
        
mean(social.voter$primary2008[social.voter$messages 
== "Control"]) 
ate.voter  

Þ Average Treatment Effect: 
 

 
 
 

## load the data and subset them into two parties 
MPs <- read.csv("MPs.csv") 
MPs.labour <- subset(MPs, subset = (party == 
"labour")) 
MPs.tory <- subset(MPs, subset = (party == "tory")) 
## two regressions for Labour: negative and 
positive margin 
labour.fit1 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, 
                  data = 
MPs.labour[MPs.labour$margin < 0, ]) 
labour.fit2 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, 
                  data = 
MPs.labour[MPs.labour$margin > 0, ]) 
## two regressions for Tory: negative and positive 
margin 
tory.fit1 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, data = 
MPs.tory[MPs.tory$margin < 0, ]) 
tory.fit2 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, data = 
MPs.tory[MPs.tory$margin > 0, ]) 

 

Þ Regression Discontinuity Design: In observational studies, treatment is not 
randomized. As a result of confounding factors, rather than the treatment variable, 
may explain the outcome difference between the treatment and control groups. RD 
design assumes that a change in outcome at the point of discontinuity can be 
attributed to the change in the treatment variable alone. While RD often has strong 
internal validity, it may lack external validity because the result may no be 
generalizable away from the point of discontinuity.  

Þ The main idea of RD design is that, in the absence of random assignment, the 
researcher can attribute the change in outcome at the threshold of forcing variable 
to the change in the treatment. 

## Labour: range of predictions 
y1l.range <- c(min(MPs.labour$margin), 0) # min to 
0 
y2l.range <- c(0, max(MPs.labour$margin)) # 0 to 
max 
## prediction 

Þ Predict Outcome: To predict the outcome using a specific value of predictor, we 
can use the predict ( ) unction by specifying a new data frame 
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y1.labour <- predict(labour.fit1, newdata = 
data.frame(margin = y1l.range)) 
y2.labour <- predict(labour.fit2, newdata = 
data.frame(margin = y2l.range)) 
## Tory: range of predictions 
y1t.range <- c(min(MPs.tory$margin), 0) # min to 0 
y2t.range <- c(0, max(MPs.tory$margin)) # 0 to max 
## predict outcome 
y1.tory <- predict(tory.fit1, newdata = 
data.frame(margin = y1t.range)) 
y2.tory <- predict(tory.fit2, newdata = 
data.frame(margin = y2t.range)) 
 
## scatter plot with regression lines for Labour 
plot(MPs.labour$margin, MPs.labour$ln.net, main = 
"Labour", 
     xlim = c(-0.5, 0.5), ylim = c(6, 18), xlab = 
"Margin of victory", 
     ylab = "log net wealth at death") 
abline(v = 0, lty = "dashed") 
## add regression lines 
lines(y1l.range, y1.labour, col = "blue") 
lines(y2l.range, y2.labour, col = "blue") 
## scatter plot with regression lines for Tory 
plot(MPs.tory$margin, MPs.tory$ln.net, main = 
"Tory", xlim = c(-0.5, 0.5), 
     ylim = c(6, 18), xlab = "Margin of victory", 
     ylab = "log net wealth at death") 
abline(v = 0, lty = "dashed") 
## add regression lines 
lines(y1t.range, y1.tory, col = "blue") 
lines(y2t.range, y2.tory, col = "blue") 
 

Þ Scatter Plot w/ Prediction: 

 
 

PROBABILITY 
Þ Quantifying the degree of statistical uncertainty of empirical findings is the topic of probability. Probability is a set of mathematical tools that measure 

and and model randomness in the world. Probability is a measure of uncertainty. It is based on three fundamental axioms: 
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Þ (1) Frequentist v. Bayesian: Frequentist interpretation states the probability represents the limit of relative frequency, defined as the ratio between 

the number of times the event occurs and the number of trials, in repeated trials under the same conditions. Difficulties: (1) Unclear what is meant by 
“same conditions”; (2) we can never conduct experiments like coin flips under the exact same conditions infinitely many times.  

Þ Bayesian: According to this paradigm, probability is a measure of one’s subjective belief about the likelihood of an event occurring 0 means impossible, 1 
implies sure to happen. Values between are degrees. Critics argue that subjectivity may hinder progress because it is in Bayesian terms a tool for 
describing one’s belief system.  

Þ Definition and Axioms: Definition of probability requires three concepts: (1) Experiment: an action or set of actions that produce stochasit events of 
interest; (2) sample space: a set fo all possible outcomes of the experiment, typically denoted by omega; (3) event: a subset of the sample space. 

Þ Set: Refers to a collection of distinct objects; and Event: represents any subset of sample space, and thus it may include multiple outcomes;  

  
Law of Total Probability: 

 
 

 

Þ Probability Axioms: 
Þ (1) The probability of any event A is non-negative; P(A) >= 0 
Þ (2) The probability that one of the outcomes in the ample space occurs is 1: P (W) = 1 
Þ (3) (Addition rule): If events A and B are mutually exclusive, then: P(A or B) = P(A) 

+ P(B) 
Þ (Non-mutually exclusive): P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) – P(A or B) 
Þ Complement of the Set: P(Ac); in general P(Ac)= 1 – P(A) 

 
 

Example of Bayes Rule in Conditional 
Probability 

 

Þ Inclusion-Exclusion Principle: 

 

 
birthday <- function(k) { 

Þ Permutations: We can calculate the total number of elements using permutations 
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    logdenom <- k * log(365) + lfactorial(365 
- k) # log denominator 
    lognumer <- lfactorial(365) # log 
numerator 
    ## P(at least two have the same bday) = 1 
- P(nobody has the same bday) 
pr <- 1 - exp(lognumer - logdenom) # transform 
back 
return(pr) }  

k <- 1:50 
bday <- birthday(k)  # call the function 
names(bday) <- k  # add labels 
plot(k, bday, xlab = "Number of people", xlim 
= c(0, 50), ylim = c(0, 1), 
     ylab = "Probability that at least two\n 
people have the same birthday") 
abline(h = 0.5) # horizontal 0.5 line 
bday[20:25] 
##        20        21        22        23        
24        25 
## 0.4114384 0.4436883 0.4756953 0.5072972 
0.5383443 0.5686997 
 

 
 

Þ Logarithmic Transformation: Can be useful when there are extremely large values 
EA = B implies A = logB 

 
Þ lfactorial( ): WE use lfactorial( ) function to comput the logarithm of a factorial 

instead of factorial ( ), which computes a factorial without the logarithmic 
transformation 

k <- 23 # number of people 
sims <- 1000 # number of simulations 
event <- 0 # counter 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    days <- sample(1:365, k, replace = TRUE) 
    days.unique <- unique(days) # unique 
birthdays 
    ## if there are duplicates, the number of 
unique birthdays 
    ## will be less than the number of 
birthdays, which is “k” 
    if (length(days.unique) < k) { 
        event <- event + 1 

Þ Sampling w/ and wo/ Replacement: The Monte Carlo simulation method refers to 
a general class of stochastic (as opposed to deterministic) methods that can be used to 
approximately solve analytical problems by randomly generating quantities of interest.  

Þ Monte Carlo Method: Refers to a general class of repeated random sampling 
procedures used to approximately solve analytical problems. Commonly used procedures 
include sampling with replacement, in which the same unit can be repeatedly 
samples, and sampling without replacement, in which each unit can be sampled at 
most once. 

Þ Monte Carlo in General: Useful for testing intuition; useful for solving some hard-to-
solve or unsolveable things; can be slow with large numbers; not convincing as a 
comprehensive analytical solution 

Þ Birthday Problem: We use sampling with replacement because for each of k draws, 
every one of 365 days is equally likely to be sampled regardless of which dates were 
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    } 
} 
## fraction of trials where at least two bdays 
are the same 
answer <- event / sims 
answer 
## [1] 0.509  

 

sampled before. After repeating, we compute a fraction of simulation trial where at least 
two birthdays are the same, and this fraction serves as an estimate of the corresponding 
probability. The simulation is intuitive because it emulates the data-generating process, 
or the actual process in which the data re generated.  

Þ sample( ): We can use the sample ( ) function to implement sampling with or without 
replacement by setting replace argument to either TRUE or FALSE.  

Þ Simple Random Sampling: Method to randomly choose representative sampel of 
respondents from a population; example of sampling without replacement.  

. sample(x, size = k, replace = TRUE): Where x is vector of elements to sample 
from, and size is the number of elements to choose. We can use prob argument if unequal 
probabilities should be used to sample each element. 

SIMULATING A MEAN 
##How many simulations do we want to do? We will call this "N" 
N <- 2000 
 
##First we initialize a variable to store the means we want to generate   
simulated_means <-rep(NA,N) #create an empty vector of length N, notice the repeat function there; there is a vector length 2000 with nothing in it 
 
head(simulated_means) #filed with "missing data" until we fill it 
 
##Now we can use the FOR loop to repeat this from i = 1 until i=N (which is 2000 in this case) 
 
for (i in 1:N){ 
 sim_data <- rnorm(n = 100, mean = 5, sd = 2) 
 simulated_means[i] <- mean(sim_data) 
 rm(sim_data) ## while this gets overwritten each iteration fo the loop, ## we want to remove it after the last iteration 
} 
 
##make a histograph 
his(simulated_means) 
##standard deviation 
sd(simulated_means) 

 

 
choose(84, 6) 

Þ Combinations: Combinations are similar to permutations, but the former ignores 
ordering while the latter does not. Combinations are a way to choose k distinct elements 
out of n elements without regard to their order. This means AB and BA are identical.  

Þ choose ( ): To comput combinations, we use the choose ( ) function. HWen they are 
large, we use lchoose ( ).  
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## [1] 406481544 

 

 
 

6.2 CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 

 
dim(FLVoters) # before removal of missing data 
FLVoters <- na.omit(FLVoters) 
dim(FLVoters) # after removal 
 
##calculate the marginal probability for each race 
margin.race <- prop.table(table(FLVoters$race)) 
margin.race 

 
##conditional probability of a race given gender 
prop.table(table(FLVoters$race[FLVoters$gender == 
"f"])) 

 
##joint probability of race and gender by calculating the proportion fo 
voters who belong to specific racial groups 
joint.p <- prop.table(table(race = FLVoters$race, 
gender = FLVoters$gender)) 
joint.p 
 

 
 
##marginal and conditional probability 
rowSums(joint.p) 
 
##marginal probability of gender 
colSums(joint.p) 
 

Conditional probability: Concerns how the probability of an event change after 
we observer other events. While it follows the rules of probability in 6.1, 
difference is that conditional probability enables us to take account of the observed 
evidence. 
 

 
 

Marginal and Conditional Probability: From the joint probability of P(black 
and female) = 0.07 and P(white and male) = 0.32, we can compute the marginal 
and conditional probability. First, to obtain the marginal probability, we 
apply the law of total probability.  

 
• Summing over columns for each row results in the marginal probability of race. 

This operation yield identical results to those above. 
• Similarly, can obtain the marginal probability of gender form the joint 

probability table by summing over racial categories. 
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Example from Class: 
#look at averages of security by publication 
round(prop.table(table(TolleySimple$pub, 
TolleySimple$security), 1), 2) 

**The inner 1 … what it adds to in prop.table .. 
**The outer 2 is the rounding for ‘round’ 

 
##create a new age.group for four age groups 
FLVoters$age.group <- NA # initialize a variable 
FLVoters$age.group[FLVoters$age <= 20] <- 1 
FLVoters$age.group[FLVoters$age > 20 & FLVoters$age 
<= 40] <- 2 
FLVoters$age.group[FLVoters$age > 40 & FLVoters$age 
<= 60] <- 3 
FLVoters$age.group[FLVoters$age > 60] <- 4 
 

##create a three-way table 
joint3 <- 
prop.table(table(race = FLVoters$race, age.group = 
FLVoters$age.group, 
gender = FLVoters$gender)) 

 
##to extract a specific joint probability from the three-way table, we 
specify the corresponding value for each demographic characteristic 
## marginal probabilities for age groups 
margin.age <- prop.table(table(FLVoters$age.group)) 
margin.age 
##          1          2          3          4 
## 0.01766707 0.27093164 0.36047405 0.35092725 
## P(black and female | above 60) 
joint3["black", 4, "f"] / margin.age[4] 
 
 
 
## two-way joint probability table for age group and 
gender 

 
Conditional Probability: The conditional probability can be obtained as a ratio of 
joint probability to the marginal probability. Conditional probability of being black 
among female voters is: 

 
• To compute marginal probability, we sum over either roles or columns. Only 

marginal probability is obtained this way. Once marginal probability is obtained 
in this way, we can divide joint probability by marginal probability in order to 
calculate the desired conditional probability.  

Conditional Probability w/ Multiple Events: For probability of one event give 
the other two P(A | B and C), they can be defined analogously as follows.  

 
Conditional Probability of Being Black and Female Given Voter is above 
60: Suppose you want obtain the conditional probability of being black and female 
given that a voter is above 60 years old – P(black and female | above 60). Calculate 
this by dividing the joint probability by the marginal probability of being above 60 
or P(above 60) 
 
 
The conditional probability of being black given that t voter is female and over sixty 
can be computed by dividing the three-way joint probability table P(black and above 
0 and female) by the two-way joint probability P(above 60 and female) 
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joint2 <- prop.table(table(age.group = 
FLVoters$age.group, gender = FLVoters$gender)) 
joint2  

##    gender 
## age.group 
##          1 0.009656535 0.008010534 
joint2[4, "f"] # P(above 60 and female) 
## [1] 0.1932404 
 ## P(black | female and above 60) 
joint3["black", 4, "f"] / joint2[4, "f"] 
 ## [1] 0.09767178 
 
Running a Simulation With Conditional Probability 
draws <- 10000 ## Number of draws 
## First, create two data frames 
## C1 will assume Y1 = 1 
C1 <- data.frame(Y1 = rep(1, draws), Y2 = rep(NA, 
draws), Y3 = rep(NA, draws)) 
## C0 has Y1 = 0 
C0 <- data.frame(Y1 = rep(0, draws), Y2 = rep(NA, 
draws), Y3 = rep(NA, draws)) 
## The conditional probabilities as given these.probs 
<- c(0.02, 0.25) 
## Now loop over two years, plugging the previous 
year's values (0, 1) 
## into these.probs (adding 1 so that) 
## 0 corresponds to 0.02, and 
## 1 corresponds to 0.25 
for(i in 2:3){ 
C1[,i] <- rbinom(draws, size = 1, prob = 
these.probs[C1[,i-1] + 1]) C0[,i] <- rbinom(draws, 
size = 1, prob = these.probs[C0[,i-1] + 1]) 
} mean(C1$Y3) 
 
Simulation Over A Period of Time (20 Years) 
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C1long <- C0long <- as.data.frame(matrix(NA, nrow = draws, ncol = 20)) 
names(C1long) <- names(C0long) <- paste("Y", 1:20, sep = "") 
C1long$Y1 <- rep(1, draws) C0long$Y1 <- rep(0, draws) 
for(i in 2:20){ 
C1long[,i] <- rbinom(draws, size = 1, prob = these.probs[C1long[,i-1] + 1]) 
C0long[,i] <- rbinom(draws, size = 1, prob = these.probs[C0long[,i-1] + 1]) 
} 
 
Monte Carlo Simulation for Russian Election Turnout 
 
par(cex = 1.5) 
sims <- 1000 
n <- nrow(russia2011) 
## observed turnout rate 
russia2011$rturn <- russia2011$turnout / russia2011$N ## containers 
 turnout <- voteshare <- matrix(NA, ncol = sims, nrow = n) ## simulation loop 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
## sample turnout 
turnout[, i] <- rbinom(n, size = russia2011$N, 
prob = russia2011$rturn) ## sample vote share given turnout 
voteshare[, i] <- rbinom(n, size = turnout[, i], 
prob = russia2011$rvote) / turnout[, i] 
    ## zero turnout yields NA; replace it with zero 
voteshare[is.na(voteshare[, i]), i] <- 0 } 
voteshare.vec <- as.vector(voteshare) sort(prop.table(table(voteshare.vec)), 
decreasing = TRUE)[1:5] 
 
#compare products of marginal probabilities for race and female 
with their joint probabilities using a scatter plot 
 
plot(c(margin.race * margin.gender["f"]), # product 
of marginal probs. 
     c(joint.p[, "f"]), # joint probabilities 
     xlim = c(0, 0.4), ylim = c(0, 0.4), 
     xlab = "P(race) * P(female)", ylab = "P(race 
and female)") 

• Independence: The independence of two events implies tht ath knowledge of 
one event does not give us any additional information about the occurrence of 
the other event. That is, if events A and B are independent of each other, the 
conditional probability  of A given B does not differ from the marginal 
probability of A. Similarly, the conditional probability of B given A does not 
depend on A: 

P(A | B) = P(A)    and    P(B | A) = B 
Events are independent if and only if the joint probability is equal to the product of 

the marginal probabilities: 
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abline(0, 1) # 45-degree line 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
##examine joint independence among Florida voters by comparing the 
elements in three-way proportion table 
 
## joint independence 
plot(c(joint3[, 4, "f"]), # joint probability 
     margin.race * margin.age[4] * 
margin.gender["f"], # product of marginals 
     xlim = c(0, 0.3), ylim = c(0, 0.3), main = 
"Joint independence", 
     xlab = "P(race and above 60 and female)", 
     ylab = "P(race) * P(above 60) * P(female)") 
abline(0, 1) 
 
## conditional independence given female 
plot(c(joint3[, 4, "f"]) / margin.gender["f"], # 
joint prob. given female 
     ## product of marginals 
     (joint.p[, "f"] / margin.gender["f"]) * 
         (joint2[4, "f"] / margin.gender["f"]), 
     xlim = c(0, 0.3), ylim = c(0, 0.3), main = 
"Marginal independence", 
     xlab = "P(race and above 60 | female)", 

P (A and B) = P(A)P(B) 
• c( ): combines its inputs into a vector, to ocoerce a table format into a vector so 

that its elements can be used in plot ( ) function 
• Interpretation: Close to axis means they are approximately equal/independent. 
• Joint Independence: Independence w/ More than Two Events  

 
• Conditional Independence: Conditinoal independence of A and B given event 

C implies that the joint probability of A and B given C is equal to the produt of 
two conditional probabilities:  

 

 
• The last equality follows from that face that joint independence implies pairwise 

independence and the above equation holds for A and C as well as B and C. 
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     ylab = "P(race | female) * P(above 60 | 
female)") 
abline(0, 1)  

sims <- 1000 
doors <- c("goat", "goat", "car") # order does not 
matter 
result.switch <- result.noswitch <- rep(NA, sims) 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    ## randomly choose the initial door 
    first <- sample(1:3, size = 1) 
    result.noswitch[i] <- doors[first] 
    remain <- doors[-first] # remaining two doors 
    ## Monty chooses one door with a goat 
    monty <- sample((1:2)[remain == "goat"], size = 
1) 
    result.switch[i] <- remain[-monty] 
} 

 
 
 
• Monty Hook Problem: You are on a game show choosing among three doors; 

every time you pick a door, the host does, and ask if you want to stwich.  

 
• Monte Carlo Simulations: Can solve problems using Monte Carlo 

simulations.  
• sample( ): Can use to emulate random choice in R; set size to 1 in orer to 

randomly choose one element from a vector 

 
 
 

• Bayes’ Rule: Notion that probability repreents “one’s objective belief in an 
event’s occurrence.” From a Bayesian perspective, it is natural to ask the 
question of how we should update our beliefs after observing some data. Bayes’ 
rule shows how updating beliefs can be done in a mathematically coherent 
manner 

 
• Bayes Formula: Shows mathematically how the knowledge of P(A) (prior 

probability), P (B | A), and P(B | AC) yields that of P (A | B) (posterior 
probability). It is a mater of rewriting the definition of conditional probability 
given in the above equation. 

• Monte Hall Problem: Let A represent the event that the first door has a car behind it. 
Define B and C similarly for the second and third doors, respectively. Since each door is 
equally likely to have a car behind it, the prior probabilities are P(A) = P(B) = P(C) = 
1/3. Suppose that we choose the first door and let MC represent the event that Monty 
opens the third door. We want to know whether switching to the second door increases 
the chance of winning the car, i.e., P ( B | MC) > P ( A | MC). We apply Bayes’ rule after 
noting that P (MC | A) = 1/2 (Monty chooses between the second and third door with 
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:  

equal probability), P (MC | B ) = 1 (Monty has no option but to open the third door, 
which has a goat), and P (MC | C ) = 0 (Monty cannot open the third door, which has a 
car) 

 • Predicting Race With Surname: [Add pages 269 – 277 from QSS] 

 
6.3 Random Variable and Probability Distributions 

 
Formally, the relationship between PMF f(x) and CDF f(x) for a discrete 

random variable can be written as above, where k represents all values the 
random variable X can take that are less than or equal to X. That is, CDF equals 

the sum of the PMFs. The CDF ranges from 0 to 1 for any random variable, 
whether continuous or discrete.  

• Random Variable: Assigns a numeric value to each event of the experiment. 
These values represent mutually exclusive and exhausting events, together 
forming the entire sample space. A discrete random variable takes a finite or 
at most countably infinite number of distinct values, whereas a continuous 
random variable assumes an uncountably infinite number of values. 

• Bernouilli and Uniform Distributions: A random variable that takes two 
distinct values is called a Bernouilli random variable. Generally X = 1 is a 
success, and X = 0 is a failure. 

• Probability Mass Function (PMF): The PMF f(x) of a random variable X 
is defined as the probability that the random variable takes a particular value.  

• Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF): CDF f(x) represents the 
cumulative probability tha t arandom variable X takes a value equal to or less 
than a specific value. The CDF represents the sum of the PMF f(x) evaluate at 
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all values up to X.  
 
 
 
 
 
• Uniform Random Variable: Example of a continuous random variable. A 

uniform random variable takes every value within a given interval [a,b] with 
equal likelihood. PMF is not defined for continuous random variable vaecause 
the variable assums an uncountably infinite number of values. Instead, we used 
the  

o Probability Density Function (PDF): quantifies the likelihood that 
a continuous variable X will take a specific value X.  

o Since each value within the interval is likely to be realized, the PDF for 
uniform distribution is a flat horizontal line defined by 1/(b – a)).  

o Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF): Represents the 
probability that a random variable X take a value less than or equal to a 
specific value.  

 

## uniform PDF: x = 0.5, interval = [0, 1]  

dunif(0.5, min = 0, max = 1) 

## [1] 1  

## uniform CDF: x = 1, interval = [-2, 2] 
punif(1, min = -2, max = 2) 

## [1] 0.75  

• dunif( ): We can compute the PDF and CDF of a uniform distribution, where 
the main argument is the value x at which the function is evaluate and the 
interval is specific using the max and min arguments. D stands for density.  

• punif ( ): We can compute CDF using punif. P stands for probability.  
 

sims <- 1000 
p <- 0.5 # success probabilities 
x <- runif(sims, min = 0, max = 1) # uniform [0, 1] 
head(x) 
## [1] 0.292614295 0.619951024 0.004618747 

• Monte Carlo Simulation: We use runif ( ) to generate a uniform random 
variable by setting the min and max arguments to 0 and 1 respectively 
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0.162426728 
## [5] 0.001157040 0.655518809 
y <- as.integer(x <= p) # Bernoulli; turn TRUE/FALSE 
to 1/0 
head(y) 
## [1] 1 0 1 1 1 0 
mean(y) # close to success probability p, proportion 
of 1s vs. 0s 
## [1] 0.521 

 

• Binomial distribution: Generalization of the Bernouilli distribution; we 
consider an experiment in which the same coin is flipped independently and 
multiple times. Can represent the nubemr of times a coin lands on heads in 
multiple trials. More generally, a binomial random variable X reocrds the 
numbers of successes in a total of n independent and identical trials with success 
probabily b. In other words, a binomial random variable is the sum of n 
independently and identically distributed Bernouill random variables.  

## PMF when x = 2, n = 3, p = 0.5 
dbinom(2, size = 3, prob = 0.5) 
## [1] 0.375  

## CDF when x = 1, n = 3, p = 0.5 
pbinom(1, size = 3, prob = 0.5) 
## [1] 0.5 

• dbinom ( ) can calculate the PMF of a binomial distribution. Argument takes 
size and prob arguments the specify the number of trials and success 
probability respectively.  

• pbinom ( ): We can compute CDF of a binomial distribution using this 
argument.  

## number of voters who turn out 
voters <- c(1000, 10000, 100000) 
dbinom(voters / 2, size = voters, prob = 0.5) 
## [1] 0.025225018 0.007978646 0.002523126 
 

• Example: What if exactly 50% of voters support an incumbent while the other 
half support the challenger? What are the odds of a tie? To compute, we can 
evaluate the PMF of the binomial distribution by setting success to 50% and the 
size of voters who turn out.  
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• Normal Distribution: The Guassian distribution has two important properties. 
91) Adding a constant (or subtract it) from a normal distribution variable yields 
a normal random variable with appropriately shifted mean; (2) Multiplying (or 
dividing) a normal random variable by a constant also yields another normal 
random variable with an appropriately scaled mean and standard deviation. 
Accordingly, the z-score of a normal random variable follows the standard 
normal distribution. Formal Properties: 

 

 

 

• Expectation and Variance: The expectation is the mean of a random 
variable.  
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## theoretical variance: p was set to 0.5 earlier 
p * (1 - p) 

## [1] 0.25 
## sample variance using “y” generated earlier 
var(y) 
## [1] 0.2498088 
 

• Monte Carlo: Like expectation, variance can be approximated using the Monte 
carlo simulation 

 
n.states <- nrow(pres08) # number of states 
n <- 1000 # number of respondents 
sims <- 10000 # number of simulations 
## Obama’s electoral votes 
Obama.ev <- rep(NA, sims) 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    ## samples number of votes for Obama in each 
state 
    draws <- rbinom(n.states, size = n, prob = 
pres08$p) 
    ## sums state’s Electoral College votes if Obama 
wins the majority 
    Obama.ev[i] <- sum(pres08$EV[draws > n / 2]) 
} 
hist(Obama.ev, freq = FALSE, main = "Prediction of 
election outcome", 
     xlab = "Obama’s Electoral College votes") 
abline(v = 364, col = "blue") # actual result 
 

• Predicting Outcomes with Uncertainty 
• rbinom ( ): To sample from the binomial distribution in R, we use rbinom (). 

The prob argument can take a vector of successful probabilities. 

 
6.4 Large Sample Theorems 
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sims <- 1000 
## 3 separate simulations for each 
x.binom <- rbinom(sims, p = 0.2, size = 10) 
## computing sample mean with varying sample size 
mean.binom <- cumsum(x.binom) / 1:sims 
 
## default runif() is uniform(0, 1) 
x.unif <- runif(sims) 
mean.unif <- cumsum(x.unif) / 1:sims 
 
## plot for binomial 
plot(1:sims, mean.binom, type = "l", ylim = c(1, 3), 
     xlab = "Sample size", ylab = "Sample mean", main 
= "Binomial(10, 0.2)") 
abline(h = 2, lty = "dashed") # expectation 
## plot for uniform 
plot(1:sims, mean.unif, type = "l", ylim = c(0, 1), 
     xlab = "Sample size", ylab = "Sample mean", main 
= "Uniform(0, 1)") 
abline(h = 0.5, lty = "dashed") # expectation 

• In a wide range of probabilistic models, certain patterns will emerge as the 
sample size increases. These regularities will quantify the uncertainty in our 
data. 

• Law of Large Numbers: States that as the sample size increases, the sample 
average converges to the expectation or population average. 

• In this theoreym, X without subscript I represents a genertic random variable, 
whereas Xi is the random variable for the ith observation.  

• cumsum( ): This function computes the cumulative sum, which combines all 
values up to and including the current value, for each position in a vector.  

 
 
 
 
 
• runif ( ): Generates a random sample from the distribution 

 

• Central Limit Theorem: We need a different tool to know how well our 
sample mean approximate the expectation. The central limit theorem shows 
that the distribution of the sample mean approaches the normal distribution 
as the sample size increases.  
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## sims = number of simulations 
n.samp <- 1000 
z.binom <- z.unif <- rep(NA, sims) 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    x <- rbinom(n.samp, p = 0.2, size = 10) 
    z.binom[i] <- (mean(x) - 2) / sqrt(1.6 / n.samp) 
    x <- runif(n.samp, min = 0, max = 1) 
    z.unif[i] <- (mean(x) - 0.5) / sqrt(1 / (12 * 
n.samp)) 
} 
 
## histograms; nclass specifies the number of bins 
hist(z.binom, freq = FALSE, nclass = 40, xlim = c(-4, 
4), ylim = c(0, 0.6), 
     xlab = "z-score", main = "Binomial(0.2, 10)") 
x <- seq(from = -3, to = 3, by = 0.01) 
lines(x, dnorm(x)) # overlay the standard normal PDF 
hist(z.unif, freq = FALSE, nclass = 40, xlim = c(-4, 
4), ylim = c(0, 0.6), 
6.4 Large Sample Theorems 305 
                       xlab = "z-score", main = 
"Uniform(0, 1)") 
lines(x, dnorm(x)) 
 

• Monte Carlo Simulation: Can simulate the central limit theorem.  
• The theorem does not tell us how large the sample size must be for a good 

approximately. Nevertheless, what is incredible about the central limit theorem 
is that the z-score of the sample average mean converges in distribution to the 
standard normal distribution regardless of the distribution of the original random 
variable. 

 
 
 

UNCERTAINTY 
Þ How certain are we of our empirical findings?  

 
 
p denotes the population proportion of Obama supporters; X 
represents a response to the question; if a voter I supports (does 
not support) Obama, we denote it with Xi = 1 (Xi = 0).  
 

Þ 7.1 Estimation  - Simple Random Sampling 
Þ Researchers want to estimate the unknown value of a quatity of interesting using 

observed data. We refer to the quantity of interest as a parameter and the method 
used to compute its estimate as an estimator 

Þ We can never know p. while we may never know the size of the estimation error 
specific to our sample, it is sometimes possible to average the average magnitured to 
he estimation error. To do so, we consider the hypothetical scenario of conducing the 
same preelection poll infinitely many times in exactly the same manner.  
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Binary Variables: 

 
Nonbinary Variables: 

 
 

 

Þ Sample Proportion: The sampleproportion can be considered as a random variable 
that has its own distribution over the repeated use of simple random sampling. This 
distribution is called the sampling distribution of the estimator.  

Þ Law of large number states that as sample is increases the sample mean converts to 
the population mean; this implies that the estimation error, which is the difference 
between the sample mean and the population mean, becomes smaller as the sample 
size increases. The estimator is said to be consistent if it converges to the parameter 
as the sample size goes to infinity.  

 
Data Generating Process: 

 
PATE: 

 

Þ Estimation – Randomized Control Trials 
Þ In randomize control trials, we consider how an estimator behaves over over the 

repeated randomization of treatment assignment. That is, suppose that using a sample 
of the same n units, a researcher conducts a random control trial infinitely …. 
Unbiasedness implies that the average value of the difference-in-means estimator over 
repeated trials is equal the true value of the SATE.  

Þ The first equality follows because fo r atreated unit, the potential outcome under the 
treatment condition is observed, whiel a control unit reveals the other potential 
outcome. The second euqalityu holds because the expectation is al inear operator and 
is taken with respect to the treatment assignment. That is, the potential outcomes are 
treated as fixed constants.  

Þ POPULATION AVERAGE TREATMENT EFFECT: Represent the averge of 
the treatment effect among all individuals in the population 

Þ In randomized control trials, the average outcome difference between the 
treatment and control groups is an unbiased estimator of the sample 
average treatment effect (SATE). The estimator is also unbiased and 
consistent for the population average treatment effect (PATE) 

## simulation parameters 
n <- 100 # sample size 
mu0 <- 0 # mean of Y_i(0) 
sd0 <- 1 # standard deviation of Y_i(0) 
mu1 <- 1 # mean of Y_i(1) 
sd1 <- 1 # standard deviation of Y_i(1) 

Þ SATE: 
Þ Monte Carlo Simulation: rnorm ( ): function randomly draws a sample, of the 

size specific in the first argument, from a normal distribution with a specified mean 
and standard deviation.  
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## generate a sample 
Y0 <- rnorm(n, mean = mu0, sd = sd0) 
Y1 <- rnorm(n, mean = mu1, sd = sd1) 
tau <- Y1 - Y0 # individual treatment effect 
## true value of the sample average treatment effect 
SATE <- mean(tau) 
SATE 
## [1] 1.046216 

Þ sample ( ): We use the sample function to randomly sample one half of elements 
from a vector that contains 1s and 0s  

for (i in 1:sims) { 
    ## randomize the treatment by sampling of a vector of 0s 
and 1s 
    treat <- sample(c(rep(1, n / 2), rep(0, n / 2)), size = 
n, replace = FALSE) 
    ## difference-in-means 
    diff.means[i] <- mean(Y1[treat == 1]) - mean(Y0[treat == 
0]) 
} 
## estimation error for SATE 
est.error <- diff.means - SATE 
summary(est.error) 
##       Min.    1st Qu.     Median       Mean    3rd Qu. 
## -0.4414000 -0.0891500 -0.0004482  0.0010830  0.0908500 
##       Max. 
##  0.5029000 
 

Þ We do it repeatedly to estimate the SATE  

Rewriting Variables for Data Analysis 
# Recode the party and sex variables 
victims$party <- ifelse(victims$party == "D", 1,  ifelse(victims$party == "R", -1, 0)) victims$sex <- ifelse(victims$sex == "F", 1, 0) 
 
# Create a vector denoting the unique general election years 
years <- seq(from= 2000, to=2012, by=2) 
## Recode each of the seven turnout variables, 
## where the loop isolates one turnout variable at a time for (i in 1:length(years)) { 
voting.rec <- victims[,paste("ge", years[i], sep="")] victims[,paste("ge", years[i], sep="")] <- 
ifelse(voting.rec == "A" | voting.rec == "Y" | voting.rec == "E" | voting.rec == "M", 1, 0) 
} 
 
Sample Average Treatment Effect 
 
diff.in.means <- vector() std.errors <- vector() 
for (i in 1:length(years)) { 
voting.rec <- victims[,paste("ge", years[i], sep="")] treatment <- na.omit(voting.rec[victims$treatment == 1 & 
victims$victim.status == 2]) control <- na.omit(voting.rec[victims$treatment == 0 & 
victims$victim.status == 2]) diff.in.means[i] <- mean(treatment) - mean(control) 
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std.errors[i] <- sqrt(var(treatment)/length(treatment) + var(control)/length(control)) 
} 
par(mar=c(4,5,3,2)) 
plot(years, diff.in.means, pch = 17, col = "red", 
ylim = c(-0.04, 0.08), ylab = "Difference in Turnout, Family - Control", xlab = "Year of General Election", main = "Victims' Families Relative to Control") 
abline(h=0) abline(v=2001.75) 
 
## PATE simulation 
PATE <- mu1 - mu0 
diff.means <- rep(NA, sims) 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    ## generate a sample for each simulation: this used to be 
outside loop 
    Y0 <- rnorm(n, mean = mu0, sd = sd0) 
    Y1 <- rnorm(n, mean = mu1, sd = sd1) 
    treat <- sample(c(rep(1, n / 2), rep(0, n / 2)), size = 
n, replace = FALSE) 
    diff.means[i] <- mean(Y1[treat == 1]) - mean(Y0[treat == 
0]) 
} 
## estimation error for PATE 
est.error <- diff.means - PATE 

## unbiased  

summary(est.error) 

##      Min.   1st Qu.    Median      Mean   3rd Qu.      
Max. 
## -0.757900 -0.140900 -0.003669 -0.002793  0.134400  
0.650100 
 

Þ PATE: We must modify the simulation to do the PATE; we add the step of sampling 
potential outcomes in the loop, which simulates the process where researchers sample 
individuals from a population and then conduct a randomized experiment 

hist(diff.means, freq = FALSE,xlab = "Difference-in-means 
estimator", 
     main = "Sampling distribution") 

abline(v = SATE, col = "blue") # true value of SATE  

sd(diff.means) 
 
sqrt(mean((diff.means - SATE)^2)) 
 

Þ Sample Error: We can plot the sampling distribution of the difference-in-means.  
 
 
 
Þ Standard Deviation: How would an estimator vary? We can use SD.  
Þ Mean Square Error: If it is unbiased, the SD = RMS. If it is biased, the standard 

deviation of the sampling distribution will differ from RMSE – this is called the Mean 
Squared Error 
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Þ Root Mean Square Error: We can characterize the variability of an estimator by 

computing the standard deviation of the sampling distribution.  

 
 
 
 

Þ Standard Error: We can compute the standard error by estimating the population 
variance V(X).  
 
 

 

 

 
Þ Difference in Means Estimator Standard Error:  

## PATE simulation with standard error 
sims <- 5000 
diff.means <- se <- rep(NA, sims)  # container for standard 
error added 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    ## generate a sample 
    Y0 <- rnorm(n, mean = mu0, sd = sd0) 
    Y1 <- rnorm(n, mean = mu1, sd = sd1) 
    ## randomize the treatment by sampling of a vector of 0s 
and 1s 

Þ PATE Simulation With Standard Error 
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    treat <- sample(c(rep(1, n / 2), rep(0, n / 2)), size = 
n, replace = FALSE) 
    diff.means[i] <- mean(Y1[treat == 1]) - mean(Y0[treat == 
0]) 
    ## standard error 
    se[i] <- sqrt(var(Y1[treat == 1]) / (n / 2) + 
var(Y0[treat == 0]) / (n / 2)) 
} 
## standard deviation of difference-in-means 
sd(diff.means) 
## [1] 0.1966406 
## mean of standard errors 
mean(se) 
## [1] 0.1992668 

 

 
Central Limit Theorem: Implies that the sampling distribution 
of the sample mean is approximately normally distributed as 

above. 
 

Þ Confidence Intervals: There is a way to approximate the sampling distribution of 
an estimator. We can use central limit theorem, which implies that the sampling 
distribution of the sample mean is approximately normally distributed.  

n <- 1000 # sample size 
x.bar <- 0.6 # point estimate 
s.e. <- sqrt(x.bar * (1 - x.bar) / n) # standard error 
## 99% confidence intervals 
c(x.bar - qnorm(0.995) * s.e., x.bar + qnorm(0.995) * 
s.e.) 
## [1] 0.5600954 0.6399046 
## 95% confidence intervals 
c(x.bar - qnorm(0.975) * s.e., x.bar + qnorm(0.975) * 
s.e.) 
## [1] 0.5696364 0.6303636 
## 90% confidence intervals 
c(x.bar - qnorm(0.95) * s.e., x.bar + qnorm(0.95) * 
s.e.) 
## [1] 0.574518 0.625482 

 

Þ Confidence Intervals: We can compute the confidence intervals as follows. 
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p <- 0.6 # true parameter value 
n <- c(10, 100, 1000) # 3 sample sizes to be examined 
alpha <- 0.05 
sims <- 5000 # number of simulations 
results <- rep(NA, length(n)) # a container for results 
## loop for different sample sizes 
for (i in 1:length(n)) { 
    ci.results <- rep(NA, sims) # a container for whether CI 
includes truth 
    ## loop for repeated hypothetical survey sampling 
    for (j in 1:sims) { 
        data <- rbinom(n[i], size = 1, prob = p) # simple  
random sampling 
        x.bar <- mean(data) # sample proportion as  an 
estimate 
        s.e. <- sqrt(x.bar * (1 - x.bar) / n[i]) # standard 
errors 
        ci.lower <- x.bar - qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * s.e. 
        ci.upper <- x.bar + qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * s.e. 
        ci.results[j] <- (p >= ci.lower) & (p <= ci.upper) 
    } 
    ## proportion of CIs that contain the true value 
    results[i] <- mean(ci.results) 
} 

Þ Double Loop: We can use a double loop to estimate the true value of PATE 

 

Þ Margin of Error: Margin of error typically refers to the half width of 95% confidence 
intervals.  

MoE <- c(0.01, 0.03, 0.05)  # the desired margin of 
error 
p <- seq(from = 0.01, to = 0.99, by = 0.01) 
n <- 1.96^2 * p * (1 - p) / MoE[1]^2 
plot(p, n, ylim = c(-1000, 11000),  xlab = "Population 
proportion", 
     ylab = "Sample size", type = "l") 
lines(p, 1.96^2 * p * (1 - p) / MoE[2]^2, lty = 
"dashed") 
lines(p, 1.96^2 * p * (1 - p) / MoE[3]^2, lty = 
"dotted") 
text(0.5, 10000, "margin of error = 0.01") 
text(0.5, 1800, "margin of error = 0.03") 
text(0.5, -200, "margin of error = 0.05") 

 

Þ Calculating Margin of Error:  
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## election and polling results, by state 
pres08 <- read.csv("pres08.csv") 
polls08 <- read.csv("polls08.csv") 
## convert to a Date object 
polls08$middate <- as.Date(polls08$middate) 
## number of days to Election Day 
polls08$DaysToElection <- as.Date("2008-11-04") - 
polls08$middate 
## create a matrix place holder 
poll.pred <- matrix(NA, nrow = 51, ncol = 3) 
## state names which the loop will iterate through 
st.names <- unique(pres08$state) 
## add labels for easy interpretation later on 
row.names(poll.pred) <- as.character(st.names) 
## loop across 50 states plus DC 
for (i in 1:51){ 
    ## subset the ith state 
    state.data <- subset(polls08, subset = (state == 
st.names[i])) 
    ## subset the latest polls within the state 
    latest <- state.data$DaysToElection == 
min(state.data$DaysToElection) 
    ## compute the mean of latest polls and store it 
    poll.pred[i, 1] <- mean(state.data$Obama[latest]) / 100 
} 
## upper and lower confidence limits 
n <- 1000 # sample size 
alpha <- 0.05 
s.e. <- sqrt(poll.pred[, 1] * (1 - poll.pred[, 1]) / n) # 
standard error 
poll.pred[, 2] <- poll.pred[, 1] - qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * 
s.e. 
poll.pred[, 3] <- poll.pred[, 1] + qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * 
s.e. 
 

Þ Here, we conduct a simplar analysis but include the 95% confidence interval for each 
estimate and plot it as a vertical line.  

alpha <- 0.05 
plot(pres08$Obama / 100, poll.pred[, 1], xlim = c(0, 1),  
ylim = c(0, 1), 
     xlab = "Obama’s vote share", ylab = "Poll prediction") 
abline(0, 1) 
## adding 95% confidence intervals for each state 
for (i in 1:51) { 
    lines(rep(pres08$Obama[i] / 100, 2), c(poll.pred[i, 2], 
poll.pred[i, 3])) 
} 
## proportion of confidence intervals that contain the 
Election Day outcome 
mean((poll.pred[, 2] <= pres08$Obama / 100) & 
         (poll.pred[, 3] >= pres08$Obama / 100)) 
## [1] 0.5882353 
 

Þ Confidence Intervals: 
Þ lines ( ): We use this to add confidence intervals to the data 
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## bias 
bias <- mean(poll.pred[, 1] - pres08$Obama / 100) 
bias 
## [1] -0.02679739 
## bias corrected estimate 
poll.bias <- poll.pred[, 1] - bias 
 

Þ Bias: We compute bias and then correct our point estimates by subtracting the bias 
from the original estimates. 

## bias-corrected standard error 
s.e.bias <- sqrt(poll.bias * (1 - poll.bias) / n) 
## bias-corrected 95% confidence interval 
ci.bias.lower <- poll.bias - qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * s.e.bias 
ci.bias.upper <- poll.bias + qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * s.e.bias 
## proportion of bias-corrected CIs that contain the Election 
Day outcome 
mean((ci.bias.lower <= pres08$Obama / 100) & 
         (ci.bias.upper >= pres08$Obama / 100)) 
## [1] 0.7647059 

Þ Bias-Corrected Standard Error: 

## estimate and standard error for small class 
n.small <- 
sum(STAR$classtype == 1 & !is.na(STAR$g4reading)) 
est.small <- mean(STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 1], na.rm 
= TRUE) 
se.small <- sd(STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 1], na.rm = 
TRUE) / 
    sqrt(n.small) 
est.small 
## [1] 723.3912 
se.small 
## [1] 1.913012 
## estimate and standard error for regular class 
n.regular <- sum(STAR$classtype == 2 & !is.na(STAR$classtype) 
& 
!is.na(STAR$g4reading)) 
est.regular <- mean(STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 2], 
na.rm = TRUE) 
se.regular <- sd(STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 2], na.rm = 
TRUE) / 
    sqrt(n.regular) 
est.regular 
## [1] 719.89 
se.regular 
## [1] 1.83885 
 

Þ Analysis of Randomized Control Trials: We first compute the estimated average 
test score for each treatment group by taking its sample average.  

alpha <- 0.05 
## 95% confidence intervals for small class 
ci.small <- c(est.small - qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * se.small, 
                           est.small + qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * 
se.small) 
ci.small 
## [1] 719.6417 727.1406 
 
## 95% confidence intervals for regular class 
ci.regular <- c(est.regular - qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * 
se.regular, 
ci.small, est.regular + qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) * se.regular) 

Þ Confidence Interval 
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## [1] 716.2859 723.4940 

## difference-in-means estimator 
ate.est <- est.small - est.regular 
ate.est 
## [1] 3.501232 
## standard error and 95% confidence interval 
ate.se <- sqrt(se.small^2 + se.regular^2) 
 
ate.se 
## [1] 2.653485 
 
ate.ce <- c(ate.est = qnorm(1 - alpha/2) * ate.se, ate.est + 
qnorm(1 - alpha/2)*ate.se 
ate.ce 
## [1] -1.699503 8.801968 

Þ Difference in Means Estimator: Finding shows that although the estimated 
average treatment effect is positive, it features a considerable degree of uncertainty.  

 

Þ Analysis Based on Student’s t-Distribution: Instead of using central limit 
theorem, we assume that the outcome variable (rather than sample mean) is generated 
form a normal distribution.  

## 95% CI for small class 
c(est.small - qt(0.975, df = n.small - 1) * se.small, 
  est.small + qt(0.975, df = n.small - 1) * se.small) 
## [1] 719.6355 727.1469 
## 95% CI based on the central limit theorem 
ci.small 
## [1] 719.6417 727.1406 
## 95% CI for regular class 
c(est.regular - qt(0.975, df = n.regular - 1) * se.regular, 
  est.regular + qt(0.975, df = n.regular - 1) * se.regular) 
## [1] 716.2806 723.4993 
## 95% CI based on the central limit theorem 
ci.regular 
## [1] 716.2859 723.4940 

Þ  

t.ci <- t.test(STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 1], 
               STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 2]) 
t.ci 
## 
##  Welch Two Sample t-test 
## 
## data:STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype==1] and 
STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 2] 
## t = 1.3195, df = 1541.2, p-value = 0.1872 
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not 
equal to 0 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 

Þ t.test ( ): We use thisto conduct hypothesis test 
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##  -1.703591  8.706055 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x mean of y 
##  723.3912  719.8900 

 
 

UNCERTAINTY 
 
 Þ 7.2. Hypotehesis Testing 

Þ Principle enables us to determine whether or not the occurrence of an observed event is 
likely to be due to chance alone.  

## truth: enumerate the number of assignment combinations 
true <- c(choose(4, 0) * choose(4, 4), 
          choose(4, 1) * choose(4, 3), 
          choose(4, 2) * choose(4, 2), 
          choose(4, 3) * choose(4, 1), 
          choose(4, 4) * choose(4, 0)) 
true 
##[1] 1163616 1 
## compute probability: divide it by the total number of 
events 
true <- true / sum(true) 
## number of correctly classified cups as labels 
names(true) <- c(0, 2, 4, 6, 8) 
true 
##          0          2          4          6          8 
## 0.01428571 0.22857143 0.51428571 0.22857143 0.01428571 

Þ choose ( ): We use this to compute the probability 

## simulations 
sims <- 1000 
## lady’s guess: M stands for “milk first,” T stands for “tea 
first” 
guess <- c("M", "T", "T", "M", "M", "T", "T", "M") 
correct <- rep(NA, sims) # place holder for number of correct 
guesses 
for (i in 1:sims) { 
    ## randomize which cups get milk/tea first 
    cups <- sample(c(rep("T", 4), rep("M", 4)), replace = 
FALSE) 
    correct[i] <- sum(guess == cups) # number of correct 
guesses 
} 
## estimated probability for each number of correct guesses 
prop.table(table(correct)) 
## correct 
##     0     2     4     6     8 
## 0.015 0.227 0.500 0.248 0.010 

Þ Monte Carlo - Compute Probability of Event:  
Þ  
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## all correct 
x <- matrix(c(4, 0, 0, 4), byrow = TRUE, ncol = 2, nrow = 2) 
## 6 correct 
y <- matrix(c(3, 1, 1, 3), byrow = TRUE, ncol = 2, nrow = 2) 
## “M” milk first, “T” tea first 
rownames(x) <- colnames(x) <- rownames(y)<- colnames(y) <- 
c("M", "T") 
x 
## MT ## M 4 0 ## T 0 4 
y 
## MT ## M 3 1 ## T 1 3 

Þ General Framework: Statistical hypothesis testing is based on probabilistic proof by 
contradiction. Proof by contradiction is a general strategy of mathematical proof in 
which one demonstrates that assuming the contrary of what we would like to prove 
leads to a logical contradiction.  

Þ (1) Null Hypothesis: Assume a hypothesis we would like to refute (H0) 
Þ (2) Test Statistic: We choose a test statistic, which is some function of observed 

data. 
Þ Fisher Test: Using fisher.test( ): The main input is a 2 x 2 contingency table in 

matrix forms, where the rows and columns represent a binary treatment assignment 
variable and a binary outcome variable:   

 

Þ General Rules for Null Hypotheses: 

n <- 1018 
x.bar <- 550 / n 
se <- sqrt(0.5 * 0.5 / n) # standard deviation of sampling 
distribution 
## upper blue area in the figure 
upper <- pnorm(x.bar, mean = 0.5, sd = se, lower.tail = 
FALSE) 
## lower blue area in the figure; identical to the upper area 
lower <- pnorm(0.5 - (x.bar - 0.5), mean = 0.5, sd = se) 
## two-sided p-value 
upper + lower 
## [1] 0.01016866 
 
2 * upper 
## [1] 0.01016866 
 
## one-sided p-value 
upper 
## [1] 0.005084332 

Þ One-Sample Tests: One-sample tests of means are used to determine the null 
hypothesis that the population mean equals a specific value.  

Þ Two-Sample Tests: Are based on the null hypothesis that the means of the two 
populations are equal to each other; useful for analyzing randomized controlled trials, 
enabling researchers to investigate whether or not the observed difference in average 
outcomes between the treatment and control groups is likely to arise by random 
chance alone.  

Þ The two-sided p-value equals the sum of the two blue shaded areas under the desnity 
curve. 

Þ pnorm ( ): Calculate each area where the argument lower.tailneeds to be set to 
FALSE 
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## one-sided p-value 
pnorm(-abs(ate.est), mean = 0, sd = ate.se) 
## [1] 0.09350361 
## two-sided p-value 
2 * pnorm(-abs(ate.est), mean = 0, sd = ate.se) 
## [1] 0.1870072 

Þ Two-Sample Tests: To test null hypotheses, we use the difference-in-means 
estimator as a test statistic. WE can use two-sample tests to investigate the null 
hypothesis that the means are equal between the two population. The theorem implies 
that the sample mean of the treatment and control groups have a normal distribution. 
Therefore, under null hypothesis of the euqla means between the two populations, the 
difference between these two sample means is also normally distributed with mean 
zero. Furthermore the z-score of the difference ins ample means follows the normal 
distribution.  

## testing the null of zero average treatment effect 
t.test(STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 1], 
       STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 2]) 
## 
##  Welch Two Sample t-test 
## 
## data:STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype==1] and 
STAR$g4reading[STAR$classtype == 2] 
## t = 1.3195, df = 1541.2, p-value = 0.1872 
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not 
equal to 0 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  -1.703591  8.706055 
## sample estimates: 

Þ t.test ( ): In R we can conduct a two-sample test using the t.est function as we did 
for the one-samples 
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## mean of x mean of y 
##  723.3912  719.8900 

 Þ Pitfalls of Hypothesis Testing: Hypothesis testing represents a rigorous 
methodology to draw a conclusion in the presence of uncertainty. But it can also lead 
to publication bias because only statistically significant results tend to be published. 
Another pitfall is multiple testing – we never know with 100% certainty whether the 
null hypothesis is true. Multiple testing problems refer to the possibility of false 
discoveries when testing multiple hypotheses. 

Þ Multiple Testing Problem: Conducting many hypothesis tests is likely to result in 
false discoveries, i.e. incorrect rejection of null hypotheses 

## set the parameters 
n <- 250 
p.star <- 0.48 # data-generating process 
p <- 0.5 # null value 
alpha <- 0.05 
## critical value 
cr.value <- qnorm(1 - alpha / 2) 
## standard errors under the hypothetical data-generating 
process 
se.star <- sqrt(p.star * (1 - p.star) / n) 
## standard error under the null 
se <- sqrt(p * (1 - p) / n) 
## power 
pnorm(p - cr.value * se, mean = p.star, sd = se.star) + 
    pnorm(p + cr.value * se, mean = p.star, sd = se.star, 
lower.tail = FALSE) 
## [1] 0.09673114 

Þ Power Analysis: We use power analysis to formalize the degree of informativeness of 
data in hypothesis tests. The power of a statistical hypothesis is  

Power = 1 – P (type II error) 
Þ Power analysis is often used to determine the smalles sample size necessary to estimate 

the parameter with enough precision that its observed value is distinguishable from 
the parameter value assumed under the null hypothesis 
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Stargazer Data to Show Regression Table 
 
## Week 11 examples 
  rm(list = ls()) 
  DBpath <- "C:/users/michael/Dropbox/" 
  setwd(paste(DBpath, "Teaching/Statisticsforpoliticalscientists/Week11/", sep = "")) 
 
  library(qss) 
  data(STAR) 
  # install.packages("stargazer") 
  library(stargazer) 
 # install.packages("coefplot") 
  library(coefplot) 
   
  STAR$white <- ifelse(STAR$race == 1, 1, 0) 
  STAR$EverSmall <- ifelse(STAR$yearssmall > 0, 1, 0) 
   
   
  mod1 <- lm(g4math ~ white, data = STAR) 
  mod2 <- lm(g4math ~ EverSmall, data = STAR) 
  mod3 <- lm(g4math ~ white + EverSmall, data = STAR) 
  mod4 <- lm(g4math ~ white + EverSmall + white:EverSmall, data = STAR) 
   
  modlist <- list(mod1, mod2, mod3, mod4) 
   
  tokeep <- c("white", "EverSmall", "white:EverSmall", "Constant") 
  keep.labels <- c("White", "Small class (ever)", "Small class X white", "Intercept") 
   
   
  stargazer(modlist,  
            out = "Figs/MathTable.html",  
            type = "html",  
            align = TRUE,  
            keep = tokeep,  
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            covariate.labels = keep.labels, 
            dep.var.labels = rep("G4 Math", length(modlist)),  
            digits = 2,  
            keep.stat = c("n", "rsq") 
            ) 
   
 
  coefplot(mod4) 
  dev.off() 
   
  keep.labels <- keep.labels[1:3] 
  names(keep.labels) <- tokeep[1:3] 
   
  coefplot(mod4,  
          intercept = FALSE,  
          predictors =  tokeep[1:3],  
          newNames = keep.labels, 
          xlab = "Effect on Grade 4 Math Score",  
          ylab = "",  
          title = "" 
          ) 

 
 

REGRESSION UNCERTAINTY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Þ 7.3.1 Linear Regression as a Generative Process 
Þ Wean think of linear regression model as an approximation fo the data-generating 

process in the real world. Under this framework, we can quantify the uncertainty of 
our esitmates over repeated hypothetical sampling from the specified generative 
model. Once we view the linear regression model as a generative model, we can 
compute the standard errors and confidence intervals for our quantities of interest 
and conduct hypothesis testing 

Þ Exogeneity Assumption: The linear regression model is based on the following 
exogeneity assumption. The exogneity assumption for the linear regression is 
defined as  

E (ei | X1, X2, …, Xp) = E(ei) = 0 
Þ The assumption implies that the unobserved determinants of an outcome, contained 

in the error term ei, are unrelated to all the observed predictors for Xij for I = 1, 2, 
…n, and j = 1, 2, …, p.  

Þ The assumption says that the conditional expectation of the error term given the 
explanatory variables, which is the firsm term in equation above, is equal to its 
marginal or unconditional expectation, which is the second term in the 
equation and is equal to zero.  The eassumption implies that the mean of the 
error term does not depend on the predictors or explanatory variables included in 
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the model; in other words, unobserved determinants of the outcome variable, which 
are contained in the error term, should be uncorrelated with all th observed 
predictors.  

Þ Randomized Control Trials: Exogeneity is not violated because treatment 
assignment is randomized. It is automatically satisfied.  

Þ Observational Studies: May be violated. In observational studies, the unobserved 
confounders may be contained in the error term, and if they are correlated with the 
observed explanatory variables, the exogeneity assumption will be violated.  

minwage <- read.csv("minwage.csv") 
## compute proportion of full-time employment before minimum 
wage increase 
minwage$fullPropBefore <- minwage$fullBefore / 
    (minwage$fullBefore + minwage$partBefore) 
## same thing after minimum-wage increase 
minwage$fullPropAfter <- minwage$fullAfter / 
    (minwage$fullAfter + minwage$partAfter) 
## an indicator for NJ: 1 if it’s located in NJ and 0 if in PA 
minwage$NJ <- ifelse(minwage$location == "PA", 0, 1) 
## do a regression 
fit.minwage <- lm(fullPropAfter ~ -1 + NJ + fullPropBefore + 
                      wageBefore + chain, data = minwage) 
## regression result 
fit.minwage 
 
 
 
fit.minwage1 <- lm(fullPropAfter ~ NJ + fullPropBefore + 
                       wageBefore + chain, data = 
minwage) 
fit.minwage1 
 

 

 Þ 7.3.2 Unbiasedness of Estimate Coefficients 
Þ To provide the unbiasedness of B hat, we must show that on average B hat equals 

its true value B over repeated (hypothetical) data-generating processes.  
Þ Under the exogeneity assumption, the least squares estimates of the coefficients in 

the linear model are unbiased. The conditional unbiasedness of estimate coefficients 
implies (unconditional) unbiasedness, can be made generally and is called the law of 
iterated expectation.  

Þ Law of Iterated Expectation: States that for any two random variables X and 
Y, the following equality --- E (Y) = E{E(Y | X)} ---- the inner expectation 
averages over Y given X, yielding a function of X, and the outer expectation 
averages this resulting conditional expectation function over X.  
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Þ 7.3.3 Standard Errors of Estimated Coefficients: 
Þ The standard error of each estimate coefficient represents the (estimated) standard 

deviation of its sampling distribution. The sampling distribution is produced 
througha  hypothetically repeated sampling process, yielding different estimated 
coefficietns across samples. The standard error quantifies the average variability of 
the estimated coefficient over this repeated sampling procedure.   

women <- read.csv("women.csv") 
fit.women <- lm(water ~ reserved, data = women) 
summary(fit.women) 
 
 
confint(fit.women) # 95% confidence intervals 

## 2.5% 97.5% ## (Intercept) 10.240240 19.23640 ## 
reserved 1.485608 17.01924  

 

Þ 7.3.4 Inference About Coefficients 
Þ We can compute the confidence intervals using the central limit theorem.  
 
Þ confint ( ): We can use confint ( ) functionto compute confidence intervals, and the 

statistical significance can be cahgned using the lvel argument 

## load the data and subset them into two parties 
MPs <- read.csv("MPs.csv") 
MPs.labour <- subset(MPs, subset = (party == "labour")) 
MPs.tory <- subset(MPs, subset = (party == "tory")) 
## two regressions for Labour: negative and positive margin 
labour.fit1 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, 
               data = MPs.labour[MPs.labour$margin < 0, ]) 
labour.fit2 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, 
               data = MPs.labour[MPs.labour$margin > 0, ]) 
## two regressions for Tory: negative and positive margin 
tory.fit1 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, data = MPs.tory[MPs.tory$margin 
< 0, ]) 
tory.fit2 <- lm(ln.net ~ margin, data = MPs.tory[MPs.tory$margin 
> 0, ]) 
 
# Tory Party: prediction at the threshold 
tory.y0 <- predict(tory.fit1, interval = "confidence", 
                   newdata = data.frame(margin = 0)) 

tory.y0  

Þ 7.3.5 Inference About Predictions 
Þ Main advantage of linear regression is its ability to predict outcomes of interest.  
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##        fit      lwr      upr 
## 1 12.53812 12.11402 12.96221 
tory.y1 <- predict(tory.fit2, interval = "confidence", 
                   newdata = data.frame(margin = 0)) 

tory.y1  

##       fit      lwr      upr 
## 1 13.1878 12.80691 13.56869 
 
 
## range of predictors; min to 0 and 0 to max 
y1.range <- seq(from = 0, to = min(MPs.tory$margin), by = -0.01) 
y2.range <- seq(from = 0, to = max(MPs.tory$margin),by = 0.01) 
## prediction using all the values 
tory.y0 <- predict(tory.fit1, interval = "confidence", 
                   newdata = data.frame(margin = y1.range)) 
tory.y1 <- predict(tory.fit2, interval = "confidence", 
                   newdata = data.frame(margin = y2.range)) 
 
 
## plotting the first regression with losers 
plot(y1.range, tory.y0[, "fit"], type = "l", xlim = c(-0.5, 
0.5), 
     ylim = c(10, 15), xlab = "Margin of victory", ylab = "log 
net wealth") 
abline(v = 0, lty = "dotted") 
lines(y1.range, tory.y0[, "lwr"], lty = "dashed") # lower CI 
lines(y1.range, tory.y0[, "upr"], lty = "dashed") # upper CI 
## plotting the second regression with winners 
lines(y2.range, tory.y1[, "fit"], lty = "solid")  # point 
estimates 
lines(y2.range, tory.y1[, "lwr"], lty = "dashed") # lower CI 
lines(y2.range, tory.y1[, "upr"], lty = "dashed") # upper CI 
 
 
 

 

Þ Reading a Regression Table 
Þ Z-Score: Coefficient divided by Standard Error.  
Þ Predicted Marginal Effect: predicted marginal effect directly from the table by adding the coefficient on the un-interacted variable to the interaction 

coefficient multiplied by the relevant value of the moderator. 
Þ Calculating No Marginal Effect on the Concentration of the Relevant Demographic:  
dimensions <- c("Language", "Religion", "Income", "Race") betac <- c(0.460, 1.018, 0.966, 0.283) 
betai <- c(-0.098, -0.444, -0.548, -0.317) 
cbind(dimensions, round(exp(-1*betac/betai), 3)) 
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